area for concern. Approximately thirty of the nearly 250 contributors to the work are not affiliated with an educational institution, but are listed as “Independent Scholars.” Combined with the fact that none of the articles are signed, this may be of concern to selectors who strive to balance shrinking budgets with purchases of information sources of the highest quality. The single-volume works mentioned earlier are preferable for collections with space limitations and tight budgets.—Carla K. Bauman-Franks, Assistant Manager, Readers’ Services Department, Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne, Indiana


This new set by Das and Palmiotto offers a cross-cultural, global approach to their collected analyses of police systems and procedures, a perspective necessary with the “accelerated expansion of communications, trade, and transnational political organizations” (xi).

The 193 entries in World Police Encyclopedia consist of United Nation member countries and nonmember Taiwan; each listing is signed and submitted by renowned criminal-justice scholars and professionals from all over the world. Entries are arranged alphabetically by country and follow a common format to better compare countries’ practices: “Background Material” lists the country’s location, population statistics (including ethnic composition), and GDP statistics; “Contextual Features” describes the country’s political structure; and “Police Profile” details information about police demographics, organization, functions, training, complaint procedures, and international cooperation. Some entries also include a “Police Education, Research, and Publications” section, which not only includes leading researchers and authors, but also related Web sites. A bibliography—often quite extensive—concludes each entry.

An especially exciting feature of this new encyclopedia is the analytical index placed at the end of both volumes. The index includes countries and people, as well as subjects such as “Kidnapping,” “Death Penalty,” “Gang Activity,” and “Neighborhood Organizations,” which should appeal to researchers and students of criminal justice as well as those from other social sciences.

This new work updates information in George Thomas Kurian’s World Encyclopedia of Police Forces and Penal Systems (Facts On File, 1989). And though it does not cover non-United Nation member countries (except for Taiwan), or go into as much depth about penal systems as Kurian’s work does, World Police Encyclopedia greatly expands information about policing, especially with its inclusion of police public projects and use of firearms. The inclusion of terrorism and international policing also makes this new work a must-have. Highly recommended for college, research, and large public libraries.—Jennifer Johnston, Reference Librarian, Norman F. Feldheym Library, San Bernardino Public Library, California


Guide to Information Sources in the Forensic Sciences is timely, comprehensive, and valuable. As the title accurately portrays, this bibliographic work provides an essential start-